2016 - Results calls for the creation of Cnr Joint Archaeological laboratories

The three winning proposals are:

1. Project manager: Lucia ALBERTI;
   Department: DSU;
   Istituto Cnr: ISMA, Monterotondo (RM);
   Foreign country: Montenegro;
   Foreign project manager: Tatjana KOPRIVICA;
   Foreign institution: University of Montenegro (Montenegro)

2. Project manager: Massimo CULTRARO;
   Department: DSU;
   Istituto Cnr: IBAM, Catania;
   Foreign country: GREECE;
   Foreign project manager: Yannis BASSIAKOS;
   Foreign institution: National Center for Scientific Research (NCRS) 'Democritos', Attiki (Greece)

3. Project manager: Alessandra LAZZARI;
   Department: DSU;
   Istituto Cnr: ITABC, Monterotondo (RM);
   Foreign country: IRAN;
   Foreign project manager: Alireza ASKARI CHAVERDI;
   Foreign institution: Shiraz University, History Dep., Human Faculty, Shiraz (Iran)